
FLY-ASH BRICK PLANT

CONCRETE BRICK/BLOCK MAKING PLANT

CLC BLOCK MACHINE

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENTS

STONE CRUSHER

CLAY BRICK MACHINE

SOLID WASTE RECYCLING PLANT
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Products

Paving Blocks

Block

Solid Bricks

Product size(mm) Pcs./Mould Pcs./Hour Pcs./8Hour

230x110x75

200x100x60

400x200x200

4

2

8 1,440

700

360

5,000-6,000

5000-5500
2500-3000
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300

200 1600-2000



TECHNICAL DATA

Hydraulic Press

MODEL

Cycle Time

Total Power

2.5 H.P.

RIB 03E / RIB 03D

12-20 SEC.

Hyd.Pressure



Weighing 
Bin

Screw 
Conveyor













Specifications And Capacity Of Main Products

24000 -28000

Products Clay Brick

Product size(mm)

Pcs./Mould

Pcs./Hour

Pcs./8Hour

Standard

-

3000-3500

TECHNICAL DATA

Tractor (Optional)

Electric Motor (Main Machine)

MODEL

40 H.P

20H.P

    7.5 H.P

RCBM- F01

Bottom  Conveyor Motor 

Total Power    27.5 H.P

Chain Drive

Extruder Rotor Driven Motor

Specifications And Capacity Of Main Products

Products

Clay Brick

Product size(mm) Pcs./Mould Pcs./Hour Pcs./8Hour

Standard - 5000-6000 40000 -48000

TECHNICAL DATA

Tractor (Optional)

Electric Motor (Main Machine)

MODEL

55 H.P

30H.P

15H.P

RCBM- F02

Bottom  Conveyor Motor 

Total Power    45 H.P

Chain Drive

Extruder Rotor Driven Motor



Double Shaft Clay Mixer Machine



TECHNICAL DATA





Dust collection system is a vital component for efficient 
operation. Their operation, reliability and efficiency directly 
impact profits at your facility (e.g. System downtime, high 
energy costs, lost production, environmental/workplace 
safety fines, etc.). Therefore, the choice of your industrial 
dust collection system is by no means one to be taken lightly. 
REE can provide the exact industrial dust collector you 
require. Unlike many of our competitors who offer large 
product lines of “cookie cutter” designs, REE custom 
manufactures each collector to meet the specific needs of 
the customer without charging the inflated rates commonly 
associated with custom design. 



AAC BLOCK MAKING PLANT
INTRODUCTION

It is a lightweight, precast building material that simultaneously the Co provides structure, insulation, and re and mold 
resistance. AAC Blocks is a unique and excellent type of building materials due to its superb heat, re and sound 
resistance. AAC block is lightweight and offers ultimate workability, exibility and durability. 

Main ingredients include y ash, water, quicklime, cement, aluminum powder and gypsum. The block hardness is being 
achieved by cement strength, and instant curing mechanism by autoclaving. Gypsum acts as a long term strength gainer. 
The chemical reaction due to the aluminum paste provides AAC its distinct porous structure, lightness, and insulation 
properties, completely different compared to other lightweight concrete materials. The nished product is a 2.5 times 
lighter Block compared to conventional Bricks, while providing the similar strengths. The specic gravity stays around 0.6 
to 0.65. This is one single most USP of the AAC blocks, because by using these blocks in structural buildings, the builder 
saves around 30 to 35 % of structural steel, and concrete, as these blocks reduce the dead load on the building 
signicantly.

Advantages: 

The advantages are as follows:

1.Consumes Fly ash, which is a big problem for thermal power plants to dispose. It is environment friendly, because of no 
need of burning.

2. Higher strength, best thermal insulation & excellent sound absorption, vibration resistance compared to red bricks. The 
AAC product’s lightweight and easy workability means that is very quick to install on site and transportation with lesser 
breakage.

3. AAC blocks made walls can be left exposed (without Plaster) and gains strength over time. It saves structural cost by 
35% and recycling of breakage, rejects also.

4. AAC products are not affected by harsh climatic conditions and will not degrade under normal atmospheric conditions.

5. AAC :Block does not have any toxic substances nor does it emit odors. Its production, management and disposal do 
not represent any health risks or damage to the environment. Its production process develops non-toxic gases.

6. AAC blocks are bigger in size then conventional bricks, resulting in lesser number of joints. Less joints result in lesser 
quantity of mortar required, resulting in saving of mortar.

Eco-Blocks Ready for Sale

High Pressure Steam Curing for 12 Hours

De-molding and Wire Cutting

Blocks Casting on Mould

AAC Block Cutting Machine

AAC Block WallAAC Block Curing System

AAC Block Mini Plant
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